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If I had to take one concept from my life this far, it would be that forgiveness is really

hard. The acts of conflict management and forgiveness have appeared immensely in both my

personal and professional life and interactions. It is different though depending on what group of

people it pertains to. With family, I sometimes feel too obligated to forgive somebody since I

don’t have the choice of walking away from them or giving myself time. Friends understand me

more than my family does and haven't caused nearly as much conflict, and they are more

welcoming when I ask for forgiveness from them. In the professional world, I foresee the

management of conflict as being important in an atmosphere where teamwork is involved and

everyone is working towards goals. However, when things aren’t personal, the forgiveness part

isn’t nearly as intense for me. As for making peace with myself, I have held onto things more

than I have forgiven, which is something I struggle with.

My family has done some things that have put me in uncomfortable situations. The fact

that my family is there every step of my life and the people I presumed I was supposed to look

up to, their wrongdoings towards me made me feel betrayed. Some of these things were minor

and results of me having some unrealistic expectations of them but at other times they were the

worst defining memories of my life. No matter what, I still had to go back home to them each

day so I wasn’t given the time to process these things. Therefore, there was a varying degree to

which I was able to forgive these people. There were small things like my parents not getting me

to a school event on time or a miscommunication messing up the schedule and instigating

conflict. For the minor occurrences, this was a matter of me gaining the independence to take

care of myself when they fouled up or just letting go of the things not worth the time. If I didn’t,

I would have driven myself crazy and never been able to move anywhere. Some things are just

not important enough to get yourself in a frenzy over. Some of their biggest mistakes though

were ingrained in my memory over long lengths of time. For many, it was too late to reconcile

with the person and that made them the hardest to forgive. I could never know the full story of

what happened from their perspective and was left feeling a lot of hurt. I just wish I could have

asked them questions because it would have given me peace of mind. For this, I am still trying to

work towards forgiving them and learning what forgiveness would look like for them.



Friends were the people who I felt more connected with and I could relate to them more. I

have always had at least one friend too who I felt was looking out for my best interests.

Therefore, I had a lot of trust in them and them in me and we vowed never to put each other in

harm’s way. When conflict arose and we needed to come together again, we felt comfortable

with both stepping away for a while to organize our thoughts and talking to each other in a raw,

honest way. I forgive the friends that have made mistakes and will be forever grateful that they

have been accepting of my apologies as well. I can empathize well with my peers and just am

really in tune with their ways of life.

The professional world deals with a lot of material things. I have never felt deep

connections with material objects so reconciling over those kinds of issues comes very easily to

me. I can easily identify how I messed up, ask for forgiveness the best I can, and move on.

Forgiveness in business has the most structure to it which makes it easier for me. Where personal

relationships have a lot of blurry areas and unexpected situations, there are skills in the business

world that can be learned in order to be successful. I hope that one day, I will have friends at

work too and at that time, they will be considered more of a personal relationship. However, for

my day-to-day interactions, the best thing I can do is be myself and I would expect that from

anyone else. We all make mistakes and in a progressive world, we must just move on and find

the next solution. An example of a time I messed up was when I forgot to send text reminders for

meetings scheduled with multiple other people. I apologized for my mistake and brought my

absent team members up to date with what we had discussed in the meeting. It was that easy and

thus forgiveness was one of the easier traits to pick up.

I have forgiven myself for the little things but have not forgiven myself easily for

anything else. Instead, I often get caught up in shaming myself constantly. It has been very

confusing when I have wronged my family, myself, and other people have thrown critical slander

that has hurt my view of my image. My biggest mistakes towards my family happened when I

was younger. I was not as kind to my brother and supportive as I could have been until I got

older and feel I have tainted his childhood to an extent. Even though this was so long ago, I have

never let myself forget it and even though he tries to reach out to me and he has been kind at

most of my life, I take the guilt for every success he has ever missed out on and every struggle



thereon that he has endured. I just feel the responsibility to have protected him the best I could

and I failed. Then there were the parents that did wrong to me that I shut myself down from. I

feel like if I had acted earlier, I could have helped them and that I should have been there for

them no matter what. Half of every day is spent thinking about what I should have done so they

could have been here with me today. Unfortunately, it is too late and the fact that it is out of my

control now leaves me with even more guilt and shame because I feel like I am responsible for

the result and my bad usage of time.

Then there are the times I have wronged myself. These were a bit easier when I had full

control the entire way and it only hurt me. I can deal with that because I feel the most guilt when

I have hurt other people. However, I have only partially forgiven myself for what my body’s

limit is and I cope with that by constantly pushing myself towards success. This is the only one

that feels at least partially healthy. Then there are the words that have been said towards me.

They left me feeling very confused and were usually attacks on my personality. Various

important people told me that I was worthless, wouldn’t amount to anything, and was just

constantly doing wrong. I was left feeling like, when is it going to be my time to do right? If it

had been said once or twice, I think I could have brushed it off well. However, it was repeated to

me and I was unable to accept myself as that kind of person. I felt like a burden to other people

and subsequently started punishing myself with what I thought I deserved. The people who said

these things weren’t able to be reasoned with so I never found out why they did what they did.

Therefore, I never fully forgave them. While surrounding myself with supportive people has

helped a bit, I still question my self-worth and isolate myself to protect my trust at times.

The best analogy I have thought of for forgiveness is that forgiveness is like a brick.

Multiple things can happen with you, the offender, and the brick in a room. You can set that brick

between both of you and build a boundary with forgiveness. You could also throw that brick at

the other person in a fit of anger and resentment, or put the brick between you but to the very

side and try to forget it. You could also put that brick into your pocket and it will forever weigh

you down. It works a lot like forgiveness. If you start to form a small boundary, you are taking a

lesson from the other person’s mistake and forgiving them by putting the brick down together. If

you throw it, you are giving in to revenge and that isn’t good. If you put the brick to the side, you



may forget it for a little while but no matter what it is still there. When putting the brick in your

own pocket, you are going to feel the pain of carrying that and it isn’t going to do you much

good. However, you aren’t going to be able to do anything with the brick until you gather the

strength for the action. I have learned that forgiveness can be a beneficial tool for all types of

relationships in life but that it cannot happen until you are ready to forgive.
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